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overview
In Marvel United: X-Men, 1 to 4 players take the role(s)
of Heroes working together to thwart the master plan of a
Villain. Alternatively, in Super Villain Mode, 1 player takes
the role of the Villain going up against up to 4 Hero players.
Players build a Storyline by drawing the Villain’s cards
and playing their own Hero cards to counter the Villain’s
schemes. Player’s cards allow them to move their Hero
around, rescue Civilians, defeat Thugs, clear Threats, and
use their Hero’s unique powers. Choose cards carefully, as
Heroes can unite their abilities to act as the perfect team.
Meanwhile, the Villain will roam the city, weaving their plan,
spreading chaos, deploying Henchmen, and attacking the
Heroes. Only after accomplishing the necessary Missions
will the Heroes be ready to directly attack the Villain and
take them down for good!

components

wolverine

beast

cyclops

mystique

storm

magneto

jean grey

professor X

sabretooth

juggernaut

4 villain
Dashboards

6 Threat
tokens

4 Mission cards

24 Threat Cards
(6 for each Villain)

96 Hero Cards
(12 for each Hero)

36 Thug/Civilian
tokens

8 Locations

3 Challenge
Cards

48 Master plan Cards
(12 for each Villain)

4 Invulnerable
tokens

1 Hunted Token
(used by Sabretooth)

12 Super Villain
Cards

54 Action tokens
(18 Heroic, 12 Attack,
12 Move, and 12 Wild)

1 Senator Kelly Token
(used by Mystique)

1 MISSION guide

32 Health
tokens

1 rulebook

8 Super Hero
Cards

18 Crisis
tokens

1 Villain
Tracker

2 Villain Delayed/
Accelerated Tokens
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SETUP
2
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1 Place the Mission Guide in the middle of the table and the standard 3 Mission

3 Randomly pick 6 Locations and place them around the Mission Guide. Fill any

cards on the slots at its bottom (in any order). Note that in this Core Set
there is also an alternate Mission Card, Use Cerebro, which is only used when
Magneto is the Villain.

marked slots of each Location with either Civilian or Thug tokens, as indicated.
Note that the slot markings are only used for Setup, and are irrelevant during the
game, when any token can be placed in any slot.

2 Choose a Villain to face and place its Villain Dashboard on the slot at the top

of the Mission Guide (we recommend new players start with Sabretooth). If
the Villain Dashboard has Special Setup instructions on its back side, make
sure to follow these instructions first. Then, flip the Dashboard on its front
side. The Villain Dashboard indicates the starting value of the Villain’s Health,
depending on the number of Heroes in the game. Place that number of
Health tokens on the Dashboard. If the Villain Dashboard has a track, place
the Villain Tracker on its 0 space.

Example: In a 4-Hero game, Sabretooth starts with a pile of 10 Health tokens.

4

3

4 Shuffle the Villain’s Threat cards and place 1 faceup on the slot at the bottom

of each Location (covering the End of Turn effect), adding a Threat token to
the slots next to them. Some Threat cards contain Henchmen, characters in
the service of the Villain. Each of their cards indicate the number of Health
tokens that should be placed on them. Some Henchmen indicate a number of
Health tokens based on the number of Heroes in the game.

Villain Turn
The game always starts with the Villain taking their turn. Draw the top card from
the Master Plan deck and place it faceup on the table. This is the start of the Storyline
that will guide the entire game. Each Master Plan card played will contain different
elements that must be executed in order, from top to bottom, one after the other.

Avalanche always enters the game with a number of Health tokens
equal to the number of Heroes +2 (6 Health in a 4-Hero game).
5 Place all remaining tokens, separated into pools, within reach of all players.

MOVE VILLAIN

6 Take the Villain’s Master Plan deck, shuffle it, and place it facedown next

to a random Location. Then, place the Villain’s game piece in that Location.
7 Each player chooses a Hero and places their game piece on the Location

opposite the Villain. Then, each player shuffles their corresponding Hero
decks and places it facedown next to them.
Some Heroes, like Wolverine, have cards that read ‘Starting Hand’ on their
back. Make sure those cards are placed at the top of the deck.
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Move the Villain clockwise (unless otherwise indicated) the number
of Locations equal to the number shown on the card.

If there is a Threat card with the
symbol in the Location where the Villain
ends their movement (even if the movement was 0), immediately resolve the effect
described on that Threat card.

8 Each player draws 3 cards from the top of their deck into their hand. The

game is now ready to start with the first Villain turn!

IMPORTANT: All players should familiarize themselves with the text on the
Villain Dashboard and all 6 Threat cards, as they will inform the particulars
of the game being played.

WINNING & LOSING
HEROES WIN if they defeat the Villain. To be able to damage the Villain, Heroes
must first accomplish at least 2 of the 3 available Missions.
HEROES LOSE if the Villain completes their master plan. This happens if any of
these conditions are met:
• The Villain achieves the conditions of the Villainous Plot stated on their
Dashboard (if they have one).
• The Villain must draw a Master Plan card, but their deck is empty.
• Any Hero starts their turn with no cards both in their deck and in their hand.

Example: Mystique moves 2 Locations clockwise, triggering the
effect at her destination.

Threat
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BaM!

ACTIVATE BAM!

If the card shows this symbol, activate the BaM! effect
detailed on the Villain Dashboard and then any BaM!
effects shown on Threat cards, starting with the Threat card in the Villain’s Location
and proceeding clockwise. These effects complicate the Heroes’ lives in all sorts
of different ways, often dealing damage to them (see Hero Damage on page 10).

ADD THUGS/CIVILIANS
Add the indicated number of Thug and/or
Civilian tokens to the Villain’s Location and
those around it. The central Location on the
card represents where the Villain is, with the
2 adjacent Locations to either side. Go in
clockwise order adding the tokens to the Locations. At each Location, first place
the required Thug tokens, then the required Civilian tokens. At each location,
if there are not enough empty slots available, an Overflow effect is generated.

1
5

3

4

6
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Example: Going in clockwise order, the first Location gets a Thug (1), then
a Civilian (2). Then, Mystique’s Location gets a Thug (3). Finally, the last Location
gets a Thug (4). As there’s no empty slot to place the remaining Civilian (5),
the Villain’s Overflow effect (6) is triggered at that Location.
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SPECIAL EFFECT

OVERFLOW

Resolve any Special Effects described
on the Master Plan card, if possible.

Whenever 1 or more Thug/Civilian tokens can’t be added to a Location,
a single Overflow effect is triggered at that Location. Check the effect’s
description on the Villain Dashboard and resolve any triggered Overflows
in clockwise order.

2. PLAY A CARD
The active player chooses a Hero card from their hand and adds it to the end of
the Storyline, to the right of the last card played.

3. RESOLVE ACTIONS
Look at the symbols at the bottom part of the Hero card just played AND at the
bottom of the previous Hero card in the Storyline (even if they are separated by
a Master Plan card). Each of these symbols corresponds to an action the Hero
can perform this turn, in any order (the first player in the game does not benefit
from the actions of another Hero’s card, as there are no other Hero cards in
the Storyline yet). Keep in mind that when Heroes unite their efforts, they only
benefit from the symbols at the bottom of the other Hero’s card, not from any
special effects or extra symbols shown above that.

Hero Turn
Once the Master Plan card is fully resolved, it’s time for the Heroes to act!

Example 1: Wolverine plays his card. Combined with Storm’s symbols, this turn
he can perform 1 Attack, 2 Moves, and 1 Heroic Action, in any order.

Players collectively choose which Hero will start the game. Then, they will take
their turns in clockwise order until the end of the game.
During their turn, players follow these steps in order:
1. DRAW A CARD
2. PLAY A CARD
3. RESOLVE ACTIONS
4. LOCATION EFFECT

1. DRAW A CARD
The active player draws the top card from their Hero deck into their hand. If their
Hero was KO’d, they draw up to 4 cards instead (see KO on page 10).
NOTE: There is no limit to the number of cards a player may have in their hand.
If their deck runs out, the player simply doesn’t draw a card.

Example 2: Jean Grey plays her card. Besides her 2 Heroic Actions, she can
also perform the Attack action from Cyclops’ card. She cannot use Cyclops’
special effect.
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The active player may perform the following actions, once per symbol available to
them, in any order they like:

Action Tokens
If the active Hero has any Action tokens in their possession (Move, Attack, Heroic
Action, or Wild), they may spend them at any point during this step to perform the
corresponding action. Note that when a Hero gets an Action token, they may hold
on to them and spend them during any future turn.

Move
Move the Hero to an adjacent Location, in any direction.

4. LOCATION EFFECT

Attack
Deal 1 damage to an enemy of the player’s choice in the active Hero’s Location.
• If attacking a Thug, it is eliminated upon receiving 1 damage (unless a Threat
card in its Location says otherwise). See Defeat Thugs on page 9 to learn what
to do with defeated Thugs.
• If attacking a Henchman on a Threat card, remove 1 Health token from the
card for each damage dealt. See Clear Threats on page 9 to learn what to do
with defeated Henchmen.
• Only after resolving 2 Missions, Heroes can attack the Villain directly.
Remove 1 Health token from the Villain Dashboard for each damage dealt. See
Completing Missions on page 10 to learn about defeating the Villain.

If the Location where the active Hero ends their turn has no Threat card on it, the
player may choose to apply the End of Turn effect detailed at the bottom of the
Location. Each turn, a Hero can only use a single Location Effect.

Heroic Action
This can be used to do one of two things:
• Rescue 1 Civilian in the active Hero’s Location. See Rescue Civilians on page
9 to learn what to do with rescued Civilians.
• Place a Heroic Action token on an empty slot of the Threat card in the active
Hero’s Location in order to clear that Threat. See Clear Threats on page 9 to
learn what to do with cleared Threats.

Wild
This can be used to perform either a

,

, or

action.

Special Effect
In each Hero deck, there are a few cards with
a Special Effect described in a box above the
regular action symbols. The active Hero may apply
the listed effect before or after any other of their
actions. Remember that these Special Effects
cannot be performed by other Heroes.
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Example: Beast ends his turn on the X-Jet where there’s no Threat covering
the End of Turn effect. He decides to use it and moves to another Location
(he won’t be able to use that Location’s effect as well this turn).

Turn Sequence

Clear Threats

Once the active player has completed all the steps of their turn, the next player
in clockwise order becomes the active player, performing their turn. Each time
3 Hero cards have been added to the Storyline, a new Master Plan card is drawn
from the deck, added to the end of the Storyline, and resolved (see Villain Turn on
page 5). The next player then takes their turn.

1

1

2

3

The Threat cards that the Villain places on the Locations,
covering their End of Turn effect, may have all sorts of different
effects, from constant effects at that Location or the entire
game, to effects triggered by a Master Plan’s BAM!
(see Activate BAM! on page 6), to effects triggered by
the Villain’s presence (see Move Villain on page 5).
When it comes to clearing them, Threats are divided into two basic types:

1

1

UNDER PRESSURE
Play continues in this fashion until the players complete their first Mission
(see Completing Missions on page 10), at which point the Villain becomes Under
Pressure and starts adding a Master Plan card to the Storyline after every TWO
Hero cards. The game proceeds this way until either the Heroes defeat the Villain,
or the Villain completes their master plan (see Winning & Losing on page 5).

missions
Completing Missions is a crucial step in the Heroes’ road to victory. Every game has
3 Missions available for the Heroes to tackle. They can be completed in any order.

Rescue Civilians
Endangered Civilians are always in need of rescuing.
If a Location can’t hold any more of them, the
Villain’s Overflow effect is triggered (see Overflow on page 6).
Whenever a Civilian is rescued (see Heroic Action on page 8),
take its token and place it on an empty slot of the Rescue
Civilians Mission card (if possible. Otherwise, discard it).

Henchmen: To clear this Threat, Heroes must defeat
them, removing all of their Health tokens (see Attack
on page 8).

Other: Other Threats are usually cleared by placing
3 Heroic Action tokens on its slots (see Heroic Action
on page 8). Note that some Threats may display other
quantities and types of actions that must be spent.

Once a Threat has been cleared, remove its card, returning any tokens on it to the
pool. The Threat has no effect anymore and its Location’s End of Turn effect can
now be used by the Heroes. Take the Threat token located next to it and place it on
an empty slot of the Clear Threats Mission card (if possible. Otherwise, discard it).
IMPORTANT: If a Threat card moves, its Threat token moves with it. If a Threat
card has no Threat token next to it (usually because it was brought back into
play), when cleared, simply take any available Threat token to place on the
Mission card (if possible).

Defeat Thugs
Thugs are always threatening to dominate Locations,
triggering the Villain’s Overflow effect if the Location
can’t hold any more (see Overflow on page 6). Whenever a Thug
is defeated (see Attack on page 8), take its token and place it
on an empty slot of the Defeat Thugs Mission card (if possible.
Otherwise, discard it).
IMPORTANT: If an effect “discards” a Civilian or Thug token, it is returned to
the pool, not placed on a Mission card.

Note: After their respective Missions have been completed, rescuing Civilians,
defeating Thugs, and clearing Threats does not advance the game. However,
doing so still helps the players avoid Overflow effects and gain benefits from
more Locations.
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Completing Missions
Remember that Missions can be completed in any order. Once all the slots on a
Mission card are filled, the Mission is complete! Remove its card from the game,
returning its tokens to the pool. If necessary, move the remaining Missions to the
right so that the leftmost slots are left empty, unlocking the effects listed above them.

SPECIAL MISSION: USE CEREBRO
Use Cerebro is a special Mission that replaces Rescue Civilians when using
Magneto as the Villain. To complete this Mission, a Hero must use both a Heroic
and a Move action in the same turn to place a pair of tokens (
and
)
from the pool on the card. These actions are spent to add the tokens to the
Mission and do not allow the Hero to Move and/or perform a Heroic action.
Once 3 pairs of tokens are added, the Mission is complete.

Note: Heroes can still rescue Civilians when playing against Magneto,
though their tokens are simply discarded.

Hero Damage
Heroes usually take damage when attacked by the Villain or Henchmen due to
activated BAM! effects. For each damage a Hero takes, they must discard 1 card
from their hand, placing it at the bottom of their deck.

KO
If a Hero discards the last card from their hand, they are immediately KO’d. Lay
down that Hero’s game piece to indicate that it must be ignored by all game
effects, both negative and positive.
• Once the first Mission is complete, the Villain becomes Under Pressure and
starts playing Master Plan cards after every 2 Hero cards instead of after
every 3 cards.
• Once the second Mission is complete, the Heroes are able to damage the
Villain directly (see Attack on page 8). Once all Health tokens are removed from
the Villain Dashboard, the Villain is defeated and the Heroes win the game!
• Players don’t have to complete the third Mission, but doing so allows all
Heroes to immediately draw 1 card from their deck into their hand.
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Then, immediately resolve the BAM! effect listed on the Villain Dashboard (but not
those on any Henchman Threat cards). This could cause another Hero to be KO’d,
creating a chain reaction. If multiple Heroes are KO’d at the same time, the Villain
BAM! effect is resolved once for each KO’d Hero.
At the start of a KO’d Hero’s next turn, their piece is placed back upright. During
the Draw Card step, the player draws up to 4 cards from their deck.
Note: If a Hero plays their last card during their turn, they get to perform their
full turn before being KO’d.

Challenges
The basic game is designed to introduce the game to new players and provide a
reasonable challenge for families. Players can add Challenges to the game in order
to up the difficulty and introduce new twists. There are 3 Challenges included in
this set. Other expansions will provide players with additional Challenges that
they can freely add and combine. Challenge cards are provided to help players
easily choose and remember the Challenges in play.
MODERATE CHALLENGE: Each Hero removes 1
card from their Hero deck. This
Challenge is recommended as soon as players get familiar with the basic game.
card from their Hero deck. This
HARD CHALLENGE: Each Hero removes 1
is recommended for players already familiar with cooperative games, or once they’ve
mastered the previous Challenge.
HEROIC CHALLENGE: Each Hero removes both 1
and 1
card from
their Hero deck. This is recommended for expert gamers that are used to challenging
cooperative games, or once they’ve mastered the previous Challenges.

Additional Rules
ANTI-HEROES: The purplecolored character pieces represent
Anti-Heroes. These characters
have both a Hero deck and a Villain
Dashboard, Threat cards, and
Master Plan deck. They can each
be chosen as either a Hero or a
Villain in any game (but not both
roles at the same time).

VILLAIN DELAYED/ACCELERATED: Some game effects
will “delay” or “accelerate” the next Villain turn. This
means the Villain will play their next Master Plan card
either 1 card later or earlier than they would normally. If
the Villain is delayed, place a token on its green Delayed
side on top of the Master Plan deck as a reminder. If
the Villain is accelerated, place a token on its orange
Accelerated side at the end of the Storyline. Discard the
token once the next Master Plan card is played. If the Villain is ever both
accelerated and delayed, just discard both tokens.
INVULNERABLE: If a Hero card states the Hero cannot take any
damage until their next turn, place an Invulnerable token on the
Hero as a reminder, removing it at the start of their next turn.
An invulnerable Hero can still volunteer or be chosen to take
damage in order to satisfy a special effect, though they still ignore the damage.
CRISIS: Crisis tokens are used by certain Villains to represent
their various nefarious influences. Simply use them as
described by the text on the cards and dashboards. Some of
them will tell players how Crisis enters play, and others what
adverse effect it causes.
UNLIMITED TOKENS: The supply of tokens is considered to be unlimited.
If for any reason a specific token runs out, players may use anything
as replacements.
BREAKING TIES: If there are ever events or effects whose
conditions are tied, the players decide how they should be resolved.
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SUPER VILLAIN Mode

SPECIAL RULES
Winning & Losing

Marvel United may also be played with 1 player controlling the Villain going
against the Heroes controlled by the other players, allowing up to 5 players in
the game. The Villain is bolstered not only by the skill of the player, but also by
Super Villain cards with nasty surprises to pull on the Heroes. In order to rise to
the challenge, the Heroes are given a few starting Action tokens, as well as Super
Hero cards with special tricks of their own.

The Heroes lose when the Villain is supposed to play a Master Plan card from
their hand, but their hand is empty (instead of when the Villain needs to draw
a card, but the Master Plan deck is empty). All other winning/losing conditions
remain unchanged.

The following rules changes are applied when playing in Super Villain Mode:

SPECIAL SETUP
• The Hero players choose the Villain’s starting Location.
• The Villain player shuffles the 12 Super Villain cards, draws 4 cards, and chooses
3 (keep them hidden), removing the rest from the game. Super Villain cards are
at the disposal of the Villain player (see next page) but are not part of their hand.
• After shuffling the Master Plan deck (and making sure any indicated starting
card is placed on top), the Villain player draws 2 cards from the top of the
Master Plan deck to form their Villain hand.
• Before drawing their 3 Hero cards, each Hero player draws 2 random Super
Hero cards, chooses 1 (keep it hidden) and removes the rest from the game.
Super Hero cards are at the disposal of each individual Hero (see next page)
but are not part of their hand.
• Before the game begins, the Hero players must choose who will be the
starting Hero.
• The back of each Villain Dashboard indicates the number of Action tokens
that must be given to the Heroes when playing in Super Villain Mode. The
Hero players take these tokens and distribute them among the Heroes as
they see fit. They don’t need to be shared equally.
Note: If a Villain has no indicated Action tokens, they can’t be used in Super
Villain Mode. If players have Villains from previous boxes, they can find their
indicated Action tokens at cmon.com/q/mun011/r

Villain Turn
At the start of each of their turns (including the start of the game) the Villain
player draws the top card from the Master Plan deck, then chooses 1 card from
their hand and plays it into the Storyline. (If the Master Plan deck is empty, the
Villain simply plays a card from their hand. If they have no cards at all when
they’re supposed to play one, they win.) The elements of the Master Plan card are
executed as usual.
IMPORTANT: If the Villain has an indicated starting card, they must play it on
the first turn.
• If a game effect instructs to play another Master Plan card or add a Master
Plan card facedown in the storyline, the Villain player must first draw the top
card from the Master Plan deck (if possible) and then choose a card from
their hand to place in the Storyline. Here too, if the Villain can’t place a
Master Plan card because they have none, they win the game.
• If there are ever events or effects whose conditions are tied, it is the Hero
players who decide how they should be resolved. For example, deciding
which Hero takes damage when several are eligible. However, this can be
changed by Super Villain card effects.
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Super Villain Cards
Each Super Villain card has a specific Trigger condition. The Villain may play only
1 Super Villain card per turn (whether a Villain turn or a Hero turn) if its Trigger
condition has been met. The card’s Effect is resolved immediately and then the
card is removed from the game.
• Cards triggered by playing a Master Plan card must be played simultaneously
with it. They are resolved together with that Master Plan card, usually
modifying certain effects in it.
• Cards triggered at the end of a Hero turn are only resolved after any possible
Location Effect.

Super Hero Cards
Each Super Hero card has a specific Trigger condition. Heroes may decide to play
their Super Hero card only when its Trigger condition is met. The card’s Effect is
resolved immediately and then the card is removed from the game.
• Most Super Hero cards trigger during the Villain turn, possibly modifying or
cancelling certain effects on the Master Plan card played.
IMPORTANT: Super Hero cards are not Hero cards. They are not part of a
Hero’s hand. Rules that mention a Hero’s cards have no relation to the Super
Hero card in their possession.

Hero Turn
There are no changes to how Hero turns work in Super Villain Mode. Note that
effects that allow Heroes to manipulate the Master Plan deck still only concern
the deck. They can’t manipulate the Villain’s hand or force the Villain to play a
specific card.

Challenges
Players may add Challenges to the Super Villain Mode in order to increase the
difficulty for the Heroes. However, the Super Villain mode is not compatible with
the following Challenges:
• Traitor (from Tales of Asgard)
• Plan B (from Guardians of the Galaxy Remix)
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XAVIER Solo Mode
Marvel United may also be played by a single player. In this special mode, you act
as Xavier, coordinating the efforts of multiple Heroes at once. The Solo Mode uses
all the same rules as the regular game, with the following exceptions:

SPECIAL SETUP
• Choose 3 Heroes and shuffle their decks together to create your Hero deck.
The different card backs do not affect the game (the player can use this
information to their advantage).
• If you wish to do so, you may only add Challenges that support singleplayer games.
• During setup, draw 5 cards into your hand instead of 3 (making sure any
Starting Hand cards are in your hand).
• Set the Villain’s Health at the 3-Heroes level.

SPECIAL RULES
• Turns are resolved in the usual sequence, with you playing every Hero turn.
• Each turn, you may play the card of any Hero in your hand, even if it’s the
same Hero as the last card played. You always benefit as usual from the
symbols on the previously played card (but not from their Special Effect,
even if it’s the same Hero).
• The Hero whose card you played is considered the active Hero that turn.
• Any effect that refers to “another player” refers to “you.”
• Any effect that refers to “you” refers to the specific Hero in question, except
when concerning your tokens or your hand of cards, which belong to the player.
• Action tokens in your possession can be used by any Hero.
• If the 3rd Mission is complete, you draw 3 cards (1 for each Hero).
• When taking damage, you may discard any card from your hand, even if it
doesn’t belong to the Hero that took damage. If multiple Heroes take damage
at once, discard 1 card per damage.
• If you are ever KO’d, you immediately lose.
• Difficulty Setting: You can make the game easier by allowing 1 or 2 extra
KOs before defeat. When KO’d, lay down all the Hero game pieces and resolve
a single Villain BAM! At the start of your next turn, place all the Hero pieces
back upright. During the Draw Card step, draw up to 6 cards from your deck.
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SUPER VILLAIN VS XAVIER SOLO MODE
In order to play 1 vs 1 combining the Super Villain Mode with Xavier Solo Mode,
apply the following changes:

Special setup:
• The Hero player draws 6 random Super Hero cards, keeps 3, and removes the
rest from the game.
• The Hero player gets all the Action tokens indicated on the back of the Villain
dashboard.

Special rules:
• The Super Hero cards belong to the player instead of to any specific Hero.
• The Hero player loses if they are KO’d for the second time. The first time
they are KO’d, they lay down all the Hero game pieces and resolve a single
Villain BAM! At the start of their next turn, all the Hero pieces are placed
back upright. During the Draw Card step, the Hero player draws up to 6 cards
from their deck.
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RULES SUMMARY
1 Villain Turn, then 3 clockwise Hero Turns. Continue until first Mission is completed.
Then, 1 Villain Turn every 2 Hero Turns.

HERO TURN
1. Draw a Card: From your deck into your hand.

VILLAIN TURN

2. Play a Card: Add it to the Storyline.

1. Add 1 Master Plan card to the Storyline.
3. Resolve Actions: In any order, all symbols at the bottom of your card and
the previous Hero card:

2. Resolve effects in order, from top to bottom.

2
BaM!

Move clockwise this number of Locations. Trigger
final Location.

effect on

Resolve BAM! effects on Villain Dashboard and Threat cards.

• Resolve any special effect on the card.
•A
 dd the indicated

and

on the Locations around the Villain.

Move to an adjacent Location.
Deal 1 damage to an enemy at your Location:
• Defeat 1 Thug, or
• Remove 1 Health from a Henchman, or
• Remove 1 Health from Villain (after completing 2 Missions).
Rescue 1 Civilian or place 1 Heroic Action token on the Threat at
your Location.

• Resolve Overflow effect on each Location where tokens couldn’t be added.
Resolve any action.
• Resolve any Special Effects on your card.
• Spend any Action tokens to resolve their action.
4. Location Effect: May resolve visible End of Turn effect of your Location.

HERO DAMAGE
Discard 1 card from your hand to the bottom of your deck per damage suffered.
KO’d if you discard the last card in hand. Lay Hero down. Activate Villain’s

BaM!

.

Next turn, stand back up and draw 4 cards.

WINNING & LOSING
Heroes win if they remove all Health tokens from Villain (must complete
2 Missions first).
Heroes lose if:
• Villain completes the Villainous Plot on their Dashboard.
• Villain must play a card, but the Master Plan deck is empty.
• A Hero starts their turn with no cards at all.
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